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REAL LINK AT A GLANCE
Security Management App
Real-Link Security provides you with real-time data on your guard
operations. Our easy to use cost-effective app utilises cutting-edge NFC
technology, giving you current details of guard locations, incident reports,
alarm response and mobile patrols.
You have access to all of this information in real-time-no checking log
cards or typing up information after the event.
NFC technology allows the collection of data, which is then
transferred immediately to the server meaning that you can access the
information from a web-based login.

WHAT IS REAL-LINK?

RealLink is an app
dedicated for monitoring,
regular-checking and
digital reporting.
It can be used in a variety
of contexts including but
not limited to incident
reporting, area manager
reporting, time and
attendance, asset checks,
toilet/fire doors/noise
checks, lone worker
rounds.
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How does REAL-LINK
work?
Employee scans NFC tag with their Real-Link enabled
mobile phone which transmits their name, location and
the time in real-time, via the mobile network or Wi-Fi.
Location specific data can be displayed on the phone
for staff instructions or for capturing additional details
such as specific checks that must be carried out.
All the details are sent to the server in real time via the
mobile network/WiFi
The data is instantly available via cloud-based back
office to enable monitoring of employees and their
work. If you are on-the-go, automated reports and alerts
are available via email and text message.

REAL-LINK Features
Real-time proof that patrols are being
performed
Easy to use solution that runs on a mobile
phone
Works on a mobile network, Wi-Fi or offline
mode
Real-time incident reporting-photos, video,
text, drop-down lists etc.real-time alarms of
incidents by email or SMS
Automated reporting: daily, weekly, monthly
activity logs-Cloud-based reports
GPS monitoring and tracking
Geo-fence locations, sites and employees
Live monitoring of employees
Location-specific tasks including alarm callouts
Alerts on missed tasks
Supervisor site visits
Lone worker protection- man down, SOS,
active monitoring

REAL-LINK Benefits
Provide evidence of patrols to your clients
Only mobile phone required; no separate
devices
Deal with incidents quickly and effectively
Remove all paper forms that need typing up,
filling and at risk of being lost
Cloud-based reports allow any-time access
to data
Improved safety of employees with lone
worker features
Complete audit trail on your field operations
Higher customer satisfaction and higher ROI
Help win new contracts by offering complete
transparency to the customer
Quick ROI by removing time spent on
paperwork/reports, increased business due
to satisfied customers
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Keyholding & Alarm
Response

Effective reporting

Make keyholding and alarm response easy to manage and
paper-free. Use Real-Link to display location specific
questions and information relevant for each site.

By using Real-Link you can deal with
incidents quickly and effectively while
ensuring that policies are adhered to all the
times.

Display key and alarm codes in a secure way, fill in a report
about the call-out and inform the control room once you
have finished and are leaving site.

Real-Link is an ideal solution which helps you
increase the general standard of upkeep and
maintenance.

RealTime DC provides
Real-Link services for the
following:
building sites,
outdoor events,
facility management companies,
schools, colleges, universities,
multiple-site businesses,
casual labouring,
bar, restaurants, nightclubs,
security companies and many more...
REAL-LINK is easy to use, quick to deploy, and it can be fully
customised for your operations, or delivered and used
straight out of the box with our standard security set-up.
RealTime DC makes everything as easy as possible for you
providing full support, set-up and training.

Contact us to arrange your
free, no-obligation trial :
info@realtimedc.com

Affordable Integration
We understand that most businesses do not have
unlimited money to spend on technology.
This is the reason that most of our software solutions
are charged on a monthly or quarterly basis instead of a
large upfront cost. We offer free support and guidance.
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